[Progress of low-energy shockwave therapy in clinical application].
A shock wave is a transient pressure disturbance that propagates rapidly in three-dimensional space. It is associated with a sudden rise from ambient pressure to its maximum pressure. Shock wave therapy in urology is primarily used to disintegrate urolithiasis. Recently, low-energy shock wave therapy (LESWT), which is a novel convenient and cost-effective therapeutic modality, is extended to treat other pathological conditions including coronary heart disease, musculoskeletal disorders and erectile dysfunction. However, the exact therapeutic mechanisms and clinical safety and efficacy of LESWT remain to be investigated. Based on the results of previous studies, it is suggested that LESWT could regulate angiogenesis-related growth factors expression including endothelial nitric oxide synthase (eNOS), vessel endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and proliferating cell nuclear antigen (PCNA), which might induce the ingrowth of neovascularization that improves blood supply and increases cell proliferation and eventual tissue regeneration for restore pathological changes. The further studies on cellular and molecular biological changes by LESWT for clarification its mechanism and clinical safety and efficacy studies are recommended.